Event: AVSSU Meeting
Date: Monday, November 30
Time: 4:00 - 5:00 PM
Location: Zoom
Agenda Items:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Feedback on Online Survey
Sustainability Events
Organization of Tasks
AGM and Town Hall

Highlight: To-Do/Important
Red: Assigned
-

List of things to address → Veeshva
- Format
- Tone

Feedback on Online Survey
-

An overview of how the online survey went and the quality of the questions were discussed.

Sustainability Events
-

Most events are quite short - should we make the meetings into videos?
- The videos are around 5 minutes
Aim to have more interesting talks
Share every post on sustainability on AVSSU instagram
- To ensure a lot of people reach the events
Passive events seem to work better

-

- Like watching a movie
- Low pressure
- Interactive enough where you’re taking the attention by watching the film
If you have a low turnout, don’t be discouraged!
- It takes time for people to catch on
- That’s still great!

De-stressor Week - Event on Friday
-

Have multiple events throughout the week
Similar events before finals or reading week next semester
We should increase the amount of events in the next semester
- Make sure to reach people on instagram and also people who signed up for the event
More interaction is needed
- Movie night, dance night, chilling etc.
De-stressor week should have something different everyday
- Something to look forward to
More programming is needed
- Timeline of the event
Cooking with AVSSU can be an idea

Organization of Tasks
-

Check in midweek - Thursday
Thumbs down/thumbs up system:

1. After each meeting, I’ll copy and paste the task list I’ve made (also available on the top part of the
minutes)
2. After one week, I’ll send a message listing the tasks and @ the person assigned on this group chat
3. If the person is done with their tasks they can react with “ ” to my message
4. If they haven’t or there’s been any problems they can react with “ ” to my message
5. If you don’t want to share your problems in the group chat, you can directly message me so we can
bring it up on the next meeting

👍

-

Doodle poll for meetings next semester
In 2 weeks
- December 20th

AGM and Town Hall
-

AGM - end of January
- Maybe the 26? → Beta Event
AGM is generally less formal than Town Hall
- Clubs and budget of AVSSU
Topics at AGM:

👎

-

- Honorariums to executives in AVSSU
- Bursaries
- Mental health initiatives
- Meet AVVSU
- Accessibility
- Equity
Making the events earlier might be better since we are already starting the second semester a
week later?
AGM Dates:
- Should be the end of January
- January 28?
How long will it take?
- 1:00 - 1:15
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